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The significance and effectiveness of
public procurement is increasing

Due to the coronavirus pandemic, last year was truly
exceptional for us at Hansel as well. We started the year
by heading towards significant growth, as we can now
serve the entire public administration of Finland. We
reached several targets in joint procurement and even
exceeded them partially, but the use of joint procurement
in some areas, such as travel and restaurant services,
decreased radically as the world repositioned itself. In
addition to joint procurement, we offer tendering
assistance for our customers’ own procurement and
support for improving procurement activities. These
services were in high demand throughout the entire year.
Luckily, we had been honing our practices for locationindependent work for a long time already and moved
to a multi-space office in the summer 2018. Now, this
development work combined with our personnel’s
excellent motivation helped us adapt to the new remote
daily life unbelievably fast. Already in March, we noticed
that every Hansel employee can work smoothly from
home.
The expansion of our clientele shows in the significantly
accelerated tendering pace and in our competent
personnel preparing more and more procurements each
year. They deserve full recognition for it! We would also
like to thank our customers for participating in our joint
procurement actively and giving feedback to improve
it even further. We are honoured to be able to offer
products and services that answer to your needs as well
as possible. We promise to always do this reliably and on
the basis of our best expertise.
The significance and effectiveness of public procurement
has been acknowledged in a new way recently, for
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example, in the Government Programme. The first
national procurement strategy for public procurement,
drawn up in the Procurement Finland (Hankinta-Suomi)
action plan led by our owners the Ministry of Finance
and the Association of Finnish Local and Regional
Authorities, was published in September. It is great
that public procurement is increasingly discussed,
and that procurement units are developing their
practices together. We have strongly participated in
building cooperation and now, in implementing the
procurement strategy. Even according to a conservative
estimate, a tremendous EUR 35 billion is spent on public
procurement each year.  It is thus important to consider
seriously, what we want to and can achieve through
them.
Following the national procurement strategy, the
responsibility of procurement has been highlighted.
For over ten years, we have worked hard for
environmental, social and economic responsibility. We
also promote innovative procurement. Last year, we
used a responsibility analysis that is more extensive than
previous analyses, and we gained very good experience
from using it in tendering. We will tell you more about it
in this annual report’s responsibility section.
This year is very special for us as 2021 marks the 80th
anniversary of Hansel. Our strengths are living in the
present and changing our operation in accordance with
customer needs and the operating environment of public
procurement. We will continue as before and make
successful procurements together with our customers
and partners also in 2021.
Anssi Pihkala
Managing Director
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Key indicators
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Hansel – a central purchasing body for
the public administration

Hansel is a non-profit limited liability company, whose
purpose is to generate savings for public administration
through efficient procurement operations. Hansel’s
customers include ministries and their subordinate
departments, municipalities, joint municipal authorities,
hospital districts, Keva, parishes and all public law
bodies governed by the state or a municipality

Hansel’s operations are funded by service fees for
joint procurement and the sales of expert services
The service fees are based on purchases made by the
customers The maximum fee is 1 50% of the contract
value The average service fee in 2020 was 0 95% (0 96%
in 2019)

Hansel’s owners are the State of Finland (65%) and the
Association of Finnish Local and Regional Authorities
(35%) The company’s role and duties as a joint
procurement body are specified in the Act on Public
Contracts, the Act on a Limited Liability Company
Called Hansel Oy and the State Procurement Strategy
The company operates under the ownership steering of
the Ministry of Finance

In 2020, Hansel’s own procurement totalled EUR 4.7
million Their calculated carbon dioxide emissions
were 814,000 CO2e Hansel makes use of joint
procurement in our procurement activities whenever
possible If a suitable framework agreement or dynamic
purchasing system is not available, Hansel performs the
procurement in accordance with processes determined
by the company

Tax footprint
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Organisation
Hansel’s organisation consists of its personnel of
118 experts. The Board of Directors is named by the
annual general meeting and chaired by Anna-Maija
Karjalainen, Director General, ICT of the Ministry of
Finance. The Board also contains four other members:
Timo Reina, Deputy Managing Director, Association of
Finnish Local and Regional Authorities (vice chairperson)
Antti Laakso, Head of Procurement, Aalto University
Johanna Luukkonen, Mayor, the City of Rauma and
Antti Koivula, Director General, Finnish Institute of
Occupational Health. Minna Isoherranen, a personnel
representative also attends the Board’s meetings. They
have the right to be present and speak at the meetings.
Members of the Board cannot be members of the
company’s operational management.
Hansel’s Executive Committee is nominated by the
Board based on a proposal by the managing director.
In 2020, the Executive Committee consisted of seven
people, including Anssi Pihkala, Managing Director (b.
1963), Raili Hilakari, Deputy Managing Director (b.1953),
Kirsi Koivusaari, Director of Finance (b. 1966), Eija
Kontuniemi, Head of Legal Affairs (b. 1966), Maritta
Mäkelä, Account Manager (b. 1965), Susanna Närvänen,
Chief Category Officer (b. 1963), and Mikko Saavalainen,
Director of Digital Business (b. 1979).
The members of the Board and the Executive Committee
are appointed in accordance with the Government’s
ownership steering principles, which are used to ensure
equality, among other things. Decisions are made in
compliance with the Finnish Limited Liability Companies
Act and Hansel’s articles of association. The company’s
head office is in Postitalo in Helsinki. The company also
uses offices at Kuntatalo. Hansel has no international
activity.
Business operations
Hansel’s business operations are divided into three
segments: joint procurement, tendering services and
procurement development services. Through responsibly
run operations, the joint procurement unit promotes
profitable public administration, high-quality public
procurement and equal, non-discriminatory treatment
of suppliers. Hansel’s objective is to organise tendering
processes in a manner that fosters efficient market
operations and promotes competition.
Risks related to the company’s operations are regularly
surveyed with an external expert, using a risk matrix. The
previous risk survey was performed in May 2019, and the
next one will be in 2021.
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Joint procurement
Joint procurement refers to framework agreements and
dynamic purchasing systems through which Hansel’s
customers can purchase products and services.
The purpose of joint procurement agreements is to
establish the general terms governing procurement
contracts, such as the object of procurement, prices,
and responsibilities and obligations of the contracting
parties. By using Hansel’s agreements, customers
can ensure that their procurement processes are
compliant with applicable laws and the contractual
terms secure their position, as well as facilitate the
management of agreements and suppliers. During joint
procurement, Hansel verifies the eligibility of suppliers.
In addition, Hansel monitors that the suppliers meet
their contractual and solvency obligations and social
requirements during the agreement period.
Savings are generated when sufficiently large volumes
of products and services are put out to tender, and the
requirements of the maximum number of customers
are met. Joint procurement generates considerable
savings for public administration, through both
procurement process costs and pricing.
Tendering services
Tendering services are needed when a joint procurement
agreement is not available for a product or service to be
acquired. Hansel’s tendering consultants and lawyers
have specific experience and knowledge of public
procurement, tendering and contract law. By using
our expert services, customers can ensure that their
acquisitions are put out to tender in accordance with
the valid rules, with the best contractual terms possible
and by considering price, quality and responsibility
aspects. This frees the customer’s time for other duties,
reduces the contracting authority’s risks and promotes
the distribution of best practices.
Procurement development
Our development service aims to boost the
effectiveness of our customers’ procurement operations
and improve their profitability. Development managers
have a key role in customer assignments, but Hansel’s
entire expertise is at the customers’ disposal. The
development service can involve a specific problem
in the customer’s procurement operations, or the
service can consist of a comprehensive analysis of
procurement control, the procurement organisation or
the implementation of procurement processes, change
management and personnel training. The content of a
development assignment is always customised on a
case-by-case basis in accordance with the customer’s
wishes, and the assignment is realised in close
cooperation with the customer.
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Hansel’s memberships in organisations:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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FiBS ry
Helsinki Region Chamber of Commerce
Association of Public Procurement
Oy Nooan Arkki Ab (Green Office)
Service Sector Employers (PALTA)
Finnish Association of Communications Professionals
(ProCom)
The Institute of Internal Auditors Finland
Finnish Association of Purchasing and Logistics (LOGY)
Finnish Business Travel Association
Information Society Development Centre (TIEKE)
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Towards combining procurement power

Just under a year and a half ago, us at Hansel were given
a new challenge when our clientele expanded following
the change of our ownership base which brought the
entire public administration as our customer. Previously,
we had been the joint procurement body of the Finnish
government, but it was time to take on a new vision of
combining Finland’s public procurement power.
It is important to break larger challenges down into
smaller pieces, and for us this meant tackling the
matter “one tender at a time”. We rolled up our sleeves
and quickly launched a series of tendering through
which we were able to offer joint procurement in a tight
schedule also for our new customers. At the end of the
year, there were already 29 joint procurement projects
offered for the entire clientele, and there will be many
more during the spring.
We started seeking customers’ commitment to
frame agreements in the manner required by legal
practice, and we succeeded nicely. We also provided
dynamic purchasing systems that require no advance

accession – a customer can join at any time during the
agreement’s validity.
We could say that the numbers speak for themselves,
and we managed to gather quite a number of
accessions in advance. When the strategy’s first midterm review was current in autumn 2020, we noted
that we had gained new accessions of EUR 2.8 billion in
worth. Of these, 1.6 billion came from “old” clientele and
the rest, 1.2 billion, from municipalities, other municipal
organisations, and parishes. We must also mention
that these purchases will spread across many years,
as some of the framework agreements are valid even
until 2029.
The actual procurement volume from realised sales
accumulates slower, and this was further slowed down
by the coronavirus pandemic. However, we also gained
new customer organisations in all business activities,
and even though the sales of joint procurement are
slightly below target due to COVID-19, the volume of
nearly EUR 920 million is a good achievement.

“It was time to take on a new vision of combining
Finland’s public procurement power.”
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We answer to our customers’
procurement needs

Due to the merger of Hansel and KL-Kuntahankinnat
in September 2019, our clientele increased many
times. The clientele’s growth and joining framework
agreements in advance required new kind of investing
in customer work, communications, and marketing in
the report’s year.

plan for each joint procurement, with which we ensure
that information is shared in time about the framework
agreement’s joining schedule, taking the customer’s
decision-making in consideration. We strengthened our
customer service with a Swedish-speaking customer
advisor.

We shared customer responsibilities into geographical
regions. Each region was appointed two account
managers. For its part, the coronavirus pandemic
changed the nature of customer work, and many
customer encounters were arranged online. Customer
work changed its form astonishingly fast, and based on
positive experiences, the online meetings will become a
permanent practice, at least partially. Customer events
were also cancelled and carried out online. The seven
webinars we hosted in the autumn were received
well by customers, and each event had hundreds of
listeners.

Successful procurement by listening to customers
The customer forum of twenty representatives from
Hansel’s clientele gathered three times in 2020. The
forum’s purpose is to exchange experiences, share good
practices, encourage, and gain up-to-date information
about Hansel’s operation. The discussed themes
included digitalisation in procurement, spend analyses
as a management tool, and the provision of joint
procurement. In the last remote meeting of the year,
the forum also discussed the coronavirus pandemic’s
influence on the members’ organisations and Hansel’s
operation.

Communications and marketing have a big role
As a basis for the online service renewal, we conducted
customer interviews, which revealed that the customers’
biggest worry is failing to notice a joint procurement
agreement and missing the deadline to join a framework
agreement. Communications and marketing have a big
role in customer work. We have invested in customer
communications by increasing the personnel resources
and developing competence. We devise a marketing

Customers appreciate Hansel’s service attitude
Hansel regularly monitors customer and supplier
satisfaction. A customer satisfaction survey is
performed annually, and a supplier satisfaction survey
is performed every other year. For 2020, the customer
satisfaction survey was performed in January 2021. The
entire clientele took the survey together for the first
time.
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The Executive Committee and personnel information
event went through the results of the 2020 customer
satisfaction survey. The results will be used in the
planning of development initiatives with the employees.
The overall customer satisfaction 4.08 was slightly
better than in the previous year (customer satisfaction
was 3.90 in 2019) despite the changes in the operating
environment. In addition to the reorganisation of the
company and the changes in the joining practice for
framework agreements, the prevailing pandemic
influenced Hansel’s operation extensively.
Customer work transferred nearly entirely to online
meetings, as did planned customer events. Similarly to
last year, customers highlight Hansel’s knowledge of the
Act on Public Procurement and Concession Contracts
as well as tendering competence, service attitude, and
operations of the contact persons as their strengths.

Development areas named by the customers included
knowledge of customer requirements and benefits from
joint procurement and functionality.
A total of 470 customers who did business with Hansel
over the course of the year replied to the survey.
•
•
•

The average score was 4.08 (3.90 in 2019)
An overall score of 3.50 or better was given by 84%
of the respondents (78%)
An overall score of 2.99 or worse was given by 6%
of the respondents (11%)

The performance bonus paid to Hansel employees is
linked to the received customer satisfaction feedback.

“The highest scores came from knowledge of the Act on
Public Procurement and Concession Contracts and tendering,
as well as a good service attitude.”
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Compliant and open activities

Hansel’s compliance function was established during
a large development project in 2019, in which Hansel’s
main risks related to ethical operation were identified,
ethical instructions and work-related instructions
were updated, and missing instructions and business
principles were drawn up. The instructions were
compiled on the intranet, and an anonymous
whistleblowing channel was introduced.
The compliance officer was entrusted with managing
the compliance function, and a team was formed with
representatives of legal matters, category management,
and HR to support the compliance officer. All employees
were trained, and the matters required by the function
were discussed at unit meetings. An external auditor
performed an internal audit of the development project
and its results.
In 2020, the compliance team did not receive any
whistleblowing reports. Themes related to ethical
operation were maintained in personnel events and
internal communications, for example. The team
members also participated in different training events
and followed social debate on themes related to
ethical operation. The organisation of the compliance
function was discussed more profoundly with certain
government service providers.

from Code of Conduct Company. The training’s topic
was “Building a compliance culture: Everyday activities
compliant with ethics and requirements”. A personnel
questionnaire on observations of unethical activities at
Hansel preceded the training. The team members have
given guidance on ethical activities and particularly for
questions related to ethics.
Government resolution on ownership policy was issued
on 8 April 2020. The resolution requires strong integration
of corporate responsibility in state companies’ business
operation, goal-oriented management of corporate
responsibility, risk identification, and a risk management
system. The resolution also requires that stakeholders
have a secure way to inform the corporate management
of any violations of human rights or employee rights. The
government resolution and the whistleblowing directive
require that a channel is established for reporting issues
and malpractice confidentially and anonymously.
Hansel’s reporting channel was introduced in 2019, so
no changes were needed in this respect. The resolution
also requires that companies prepare an anticorruption operating and reporting model suitable for
the company’s operation. Hansel devised instructions
for an anti-corruption operating and reporting model
that compile the anti-corruption measures included in
Hansel’s working instructions and observed in action.

In September, a three-hour training session was
organised for the whole personnel, led by Niina Ratsula
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Joint procurement for a wide clientele

In 2020, we faced a new time and exceptional
circumstances due to the coronavirus pandemic.
Travel stopped, many moved to remote work, and
purchases were postponed. Some production plants
were closed for a fixed term. Protective equipment was
acquired. In Hansel’s joint procurement, this meant a
fast response to a changed situation. Good cooperation
with customers and suppliers was the solution to the
surprising circumstances as the exceptional situation
began in spring, and by autumn, we knew how to work
according to the “new normal”.
Even though 2020 was different in many ways, 27 new
joint procurement projects, 18 framework agreements,
and 9 dynamic purchasing systems were launched for
our broad range of customers. Travel agency services
and occupational healthcare services were new
joint procurement projects for our regional authority
customers. As the KL-Kuntahankinnat agreements
ended, textbooks, cleaning supplies, electricity
procurement, telecommunications services, and leasing
services were tendered.

Solar power plants and waste management services
for central government and higher education institution
customers were new joint procurement projects. A joint
procurement of protective equipment was established
for the entire clientele, and its preparation was done in
close cooperation with the National Emergency Supply
Agency. Purchases of software robotics and artificial
intelligence were added as small-scale acquisition
projects.
In 2020, nearly 20 joint procurement tendering
processes for our entire clientele were launched,
and their agreement term starts in 2021. Examples of
these include meeting and event facilities as well as
domestic accommodation services, car procurement
and leasing services, chartering and moving transport
services, cloud services, cleaning and safety services,
safety technological services, and joint procurement by
the IT and management consultation.
The easiness of using joint procurement was improved
by arranging small competition information events and
webinars for customers.

“27 new joint procurement projects were launched
for our broad range of customers.”
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Development of joint procurement

The joint procurement category system was changed due to the organisational change in the autumn of 2019.
There are now 14 categories instead of 17. In reporting, data has been moved to the new categories in arrears.
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New tools for suppliers

Hansel renewed the reporting service for suppliers in
2019 and 2020. The task was considerable, as we receive
a detailed monthly report from some 400 suppliers. The
change was made gradually, so we could complete it
in a controlled way.
The first suppliers started to use the renewed service
in October 2019, and the last transfers were made
in October 2020; at the same time, the service was
constantly developed further. Everything is still not
completely ready, and there will be new features and
improvements.
In order to serve our customers well, we continuously
need information on what is bought with our
agreements. We collect this information through the
reporting service. Suppliers report their sales per
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product and customer, giving sufficient identification
data on the transactions also for a potential supplier
review. Hansel charges a service fee from the suppliers
based on the contractual reporting. The reporting
service is thus a partial bookkeeping system for Hansel,
and vitally important in that regard as well.
We want to serve our suppliers as well as possible. For
that purpose, our Toimittajapulssi service was launched
in December 2020, where a supplier can view the
numbers they have reported and see the share of their
agreement sales of the joint procurement’s volume.
The service shows agreement sales starting from 2014.
The view is easy to edit to concern different purchases
and periods, and data can be exported to an Excel file.
We are still developing Toimittajapulssi and are glad to
receive feedback on it.
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Hansel’s data security is in order

At the start of 2020, Hansel audited its level of
administrative data security. The audit found the
implementation of physical security particularly positive
despite the premises’ conservation status. The clean
table and paperless principles as well as personal
lockers with special instructions are well planned
according to the audit report. Hansel has a multi-space
office.
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The national safety auditing criteria (Katakri 2015) were
applied for the audit. The audit proved that the basic
level (ST IV) Hansel has set as its target is reached in
all parts of administrative data security in accordance
with the Katakri requirements.
Overall, five data security audits were performed in
2020. Continuous improvement in data security work
is an operating model also in the current year 2021, as
there are several ongoing audits and other development
projects concerning data security.
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Amendments to the Act on a Limited
Liability Company Called Hansel Oy
and the Act on Public Procurement and
Concession Contracts

Amendments to the Act on a Limited Liability Company
Called Hansel Oy entered into force on 1 September
2020. Processing and analysis of procurement data,
maintenance of the electronic procurement notice
channel (Hilma), and international joint procurement
were added to the act as Hansel’s duties.
Provisions on the access to information related to
procurement data were also added to the Act on a
Limited Liability Company Called Hansel Oy, according
to which customers within the scope of the on-budget
activities must surrender procurement data to Hansel.
In practice, the information will be published in the
tutkihankintoja.fi service and it will be used to provide
agencies and departments with analysis data on their
purchases. The act was also amended with provisions
on data processing, protection, and disclosure.
“Hilma (hankintailmoitukset.fi) is a procurement notice
channel owned by the Ministry of Finance. The channel’s
maintenance and development transferred to Hansel
at the start of 2020. The amendment enforced this

transition from the Ministry of Economic Affairs and
Employment to the Ministry of Finance, as well as the
practical duties to Hansel.
Provisions on adhering to the general administrative
acts and criminal liability for acts in office were also
added to the act following the Parliament Commerce
Committee’s and the Constitutional Law Committee’s
readings.
The amendment proposal on the Act on Public
Procurement and Concession Contracts before
Parliament in December
The government proposal concerning amendments
to the Act on Public Procurement and Concession
Contracts was brought to the Parliament in December
2020. The law proposal suggests adding a provision
on the extent of framework agreements to the act.
The amendment would make framework agreement
tendering and use at the time of agreement slightly
more flexible than currently.

“The information will be used to provide agencies and
departments with analysis data on their purchases.”
16
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Webinars a great success

Hansel’s autumn roadshow that has toured around
Finland was changed to a virtual webinar series due to
the exceptional circumstances of 2020. The autumn
roadshow webinars were kicked off with a quick pace
in September, and by the end of December, some 1,700
people in total had watched our webinars.
We asked our customers for webinar topic ideas
already in spring 2020. Based on these suggestions,
we outlined the contents of the webinar episodes.
We handled current themes, such as contractual
management, legislation, procurement management,
analysing procurement data, and responsibility of public
procurement. Altogether 17 hardy Hansel experts talked
at the webinars with our account manager Maritta
Mäkelä. The episode that discussed the national
procurement strategy also included Tero Meltti, Senior
Financial Adviser from the Ministry of Finance.

Hansel was certainly not the only organisation that had
to make a fast leap into a world of virtual events in 2020
and compete for its customers’ time with numerous
other webinars. However, our webinar series from
September to December proved to be a huge success,
thanks to our brilliant experts who shared their valuable
competence with our customers. The original plan was
to hold five hour-long webinars every two weeks, but
by popular demand, we decided to continue the “tour”
with two additional webinars.
Even though 2021 will hopefully bring back the traditional
networking events, we will continue organising webinars
on topics that support our customers’ purchases.
Hansel’s customers can view recordings of the autumn
roadshow webinars at the hansel.fi online service (in
Finnish): Tietoa meistä > Tapahtumat > Syyskiertue.

“Thank you, it would be good to have these webinars in future too, they
are a fast way to update matters to yourself. You get new ideas, you can
go back to them later and use them.”
“Excellent webinars that tackled topics with the right attitude, and the
problems of the topics were also presented tangibly and professionally,
which I’m especially thankful for.”
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Operations of the joint procurement unit

2020 was the first full year when Hansel provided
services for Finland’s entire public administration.
Hansel’s ownership changed in the merger in
September 2019, with the State of Finland now owning
65 per cent of the company, and the Association of
Finnish Local and Regional Authorities 35 per cent. The
implementation of the integration strategy proceeded
as planned, despite Covid-19’s negative impact on the
development of some joint procurement projects.
The tasks and role of a central purchasing body are
defined in legislation on public procurement and the
Act on a Limited Liability Company Called Hansel Oy.
The company’s customers are also specified in the Act
on a Limited Liability Company Called Hansel Oy. They
include ministries and their agencies, certain other
government agencies, and universities and higher
education institutions. From the beginning of 2019, the
clientele expanded to municipalities, joint municipal
authorities, parishes, and other municipal procurement
units.

Hansel’s aim was to create savings for society by
tendering and maintaining the joint procurement
agreements for services and products that bring
significant savings in the form of prices, quality and
process costs. Hansel also offers procurement tendering
and development services.
As a joint procurement unit, Hansel’s operation
promotes high-quality procurement, fair treatment of
suppliers and competition by organising tendering to
ensure the markets work effectively.
Hansel’s operations are funded by service fees for joint
procurement and the sales of expert services. The
service fee is based on the purchases made, and it
can be a maximum of 1.50 per cent, depending on the
procured target. The average service fee in 2020 was
0.95% (0.96% in 2019).

Acts for the environment
Hansel is a member of the Green Office network, which consists of some 150 organisations in Finland.
Green Office is an environmental programme developed by WWF Finland. Its objectives include promoting companies’ environmental responsibility and reducing the environmental burden caused by
offices. In 2020, the significance of the office’s environmental programme was reduced from normal,
as employees worked mostly remotely due to the coronavirus pandemic. The indicators monitored
in the company’s environmental management system:
•
•
•
•
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consumption of electricity 51,051 kWh (goal is to reduce, 2019: 65,272 kWh)
use of paper 70 reams per year (goal of less than 150 reams per year)
the share of joint procurement projects with the ecolabel is 66% (target 70%)
consumption pattern meter’s average response 81.3 points (goal 50 points)
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Financial position and key figures

In 2020, acquisitions under Hansel’s joint procurement
agreements totalled EUR 916 million (EUR 900 million
in 2019). Due to Covid-19, the planned hundredmillion-euro growth was only 16 million, i.e. two per
cent. Covid-19 had a particularly negative impact on the
following joint procurement projects: travel, meeting
services, food, and restaurant services. On the other
hand, vehicle and logistics services, software and IT
hardware grew.
The company’s net sales in 2020 totalled EUR 11.5
million (EUR 11.1 million in 2019). The net sales consisted
of service fees for joint procurement totalling EUR 8.7
million (EUR 8.7 million in 2019), sales of expert services
totalling EUR 2.4 million (EUR 2.1 million in 2019), and
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other service fees and revenue totalling EUR 365,000
(EUR 420,000 in 2019). The loss for the 2020 accounting
period was EUR 1,723,000 (loss of EUR 770,000 in
2019). The loss was planned and mostly due to the
costs of the reorganisation of the company and its
ownership resulting from the merger on 2 September
2019. Significant profit will be accrued gradually only
after the new procurement agreements are used. The
agreements tendered by Hansel before the merger
could not be opened for municipal customers. The
company was profitable in 2006–2017. In accordance
with its articles of association, Hansel is a non-profit
limited liability company. The financial position of the
company is good.
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Services

Joint procurement
At the end of 2020, Hansel had 83 framework
agreements, 21 dynamic purchasing systems and four
small-scale procurement services (at the end of 2019,
66 framework agreements, 12 dynamic purchasing
systems and three small-scale procurement services).
There were 642 contractual suppliers at the end of the
year (478 in the previous year).
Hansel’s largest joint procurement entity was IT
consulting. This dynamic purchasing system totalled
EUR 101 million in procurement (EUR 91 million in 2019).
The second largest group was food and non-food
products, at EUR 68 million (EUR 11 million in 2019).
The third largest was occupational healthcare services,
at EUR 62 million (EUR 68 million in 2019).
Measured in euros, the main users of Hansel’s joint
procurement framework agreements were the
administrative branches of the Ministry of Finance,
the Ministry of Defence, the Ministry of Education and
Culture, and the Ministry of the Interior. Of municipal
customers, the cities of Jyväskylä and Porvoo were the
largest.
The government’s electricity procurement is handled
centrally through Hansel’s framework agreement and
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involves derivatives that hedge against changes in
electricity prices, in accordance with the government’s
electricity hedging strategy. Hansel is responsible for the
management of this portfolio and is the counterparty to
the derivative agreements on behalf of its customers.
For Hansel, electricity derivatives trading is a passthrough item, and all the related expenses and income
are charged for in full from Hansel’s portfolio customers
(see Note 5.2).
Tendering services
The total value of tendering services sales in 2020 was
EUR 2.0 million (EUR 1.7 million in 2019). There were 183
chargeable tendering projects in 2020 (189 in 2019), with
a total value of approximately EUR 535 million.
Procurement development services
The value of procurement development services
was EUR 417,000 (EUR 345,000 in 2019). Most of the
development assignments involved control and
organisation of procurement, analyses of key indicators
and current status, planning, contractual management,
development of supplier cooperation and responsibility.
The procurement development unit was also actively
involved in the operations of the Competence Centre for
Sustainable and Innovative Public Procurement (KEINO).
In 2020, related income amounting to EUR 162,000 was
recorded in Hansel’s other business profit.
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Review of events in 2020 and outlook
for 2021

In accordance with the integration strategy, the
company’s vision is to unite Finland’s public
procurement power. The cornerstones of the strategy
include an excellent service experience and a
comprehensive service portfolio, as well as acting as
a trailblazer in responsible and effective procurement.
Exemplary operations, strong values and an inclusive
work culture are expected to make Hansel the most
valued public procurement expert and therefore an
attractive employer.
From the personnel’s perspective, the integration
of Kuntahankinnat and Hansel went very well. The
collective agreement concerning all personnel entered
into force on 1 April 2020. The flexible work methods
already in place at the company, up-to-date instructions
and good tools enabled the switch to remote work
without a problem during the coronavirus pandemic.
For joint procurement, the company’s management
made Covid-19 scenarios for 2020 that were
monitored on a monthly basis. The realisation was
only slightly better than the best-case scenario.
Several governmental and municipal customers
joined the new framework agreements. Hansel also
assisted the National Emergency Supply Agency in
acquiring protective equipment and with the National
Emergency Supply Agency, established a dynamic
purchasing system for protective equipment for public
administration as a whole in October. This purchasing
system will be implemented in 2021.
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In March, customer work went online. Hansel continued
the customer forum’s operation, which consists of
governmental and municipal organisations, in three
themed remote meetings. The autumn roadshow was
organised as seven webinars that brought together a
total of 1,700 listeners and received good feedback.
Customer and supplier satisfaction is monitored
regularly. A customer satisfaction survey is performed
annually and a supplier satisfaction survey every other
year. The survey for 2020 was performed in January
2021, and on a scale of 1–5, the average score was 4.08
(3.90 in the previous year). The supplier satisfaction
survey will be performed next in 2022, and the average
score of the last survey in January 2020 was 3.97 (4.00
in the previous survey). Hansel also requests feedback
on all its tendering service projects. For this part, the
average customer satisfaction score was 4.65 on a scale
of 1–5 (4.62 in the previous year).
The amendment to the Act on a Limited Liability
Company Called Hansel Oy became effective on
1 September 2020 (352/2020). The amendment
provided specifications for Hansel’s duties such as
maintenance of the procurement notice system Hilma,
processing and analysis of procurement data, and the
obligation of government agencies and institutions to
submit procurement data to Hansel. The act also lays
down provisions on managing public administrative
tasks and liability for acts in office when handling
an administrative task. Following the amendment,
Hansel launched a development project that specifies
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procedures for handling public administrative tasks
in relation to applying the Act on the Openness of
Government Activities and the Language Act, as well as
the foundation of an official record of correspondence.
The development project also contained personnel
training.
The government proposal (244/2020 vp) concerning
amendments to the Act on Public Procurement and
Concession Contracts was brought to Parliament in
December 2020. The government proposal suggests
changing the provisions concerning framework
agreements so that an offer request concerning a
framework agreement must include the total number
or value of purchases of the procurement units using
the framework agreement. The provision would make
framework agreement tendering and use at the time
of agreement slightly more flexible than currently. The
government proposal also contains some technical
changes to the Act on Public Procurement and
Concession Contracts.
Over the year, Hansel was involved in several projects
such as Procurement Finland (Hankinta-Suomi), an
operational programme of the Ministry of Finance
and the Association of Finnish Local and Regional
Authorities, a project on the Competence Centre for
Sustainable and Innovative Public Procurement (KEINO)
by the Ministry of Economic Affairs and Employment,
the State Treasury’s Tietokiri project, and a working
group on the black economy, and public procurement
managed by the Finnish Competition and Consumer
Authority.
Hansel continued to develop the new public
procurement notice channel (Hilma), launched on 2
January 2020, in an assignment from the Ministry of
Finance. The Ministry of Finance funds the project,
and its related invoicing in other business profits was
EUR 1,477,000 in 2020. The company has worked on
several other development projects such as website
development, constructing mini-competition functions,
and renewing the reporting service for suppliers. In
2020, the development projects related to assessing
responsibility and efficiency, as well as their indicators,
were stabilised as part of the company’s processes.
At the end of 2020, Hansel had two pending claims in
the Market Court. One of these claims was withdrawn
in January 2021. The company received four decisions
in the Market Court in 2020. Two cases dismissed
the claims, while two claims concerning the same
service procurement entity were successful. Hansel
appealed the Market Court’s decisions to the Supreme
Administrative Court but withdrew the appeals in
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January 2021. Hansel has estimated that the probability
of there being any financial consequences from the
pending legal proceedings is low.
Hansel follows the processing of public procurement
matters in the European Union. Hansel is a member of
a cooperation group for key central purchasing bodies
in the EU. In addition to Hansel, this group includes
several European joint procurement units, such as
SKI (Denmark), Kammarkollegiet and SKL Kommentus
(Sweden), BBG (Austria), Consip (Italy) and ANCP
(Portugal).
In 2019, Hansel established a compliance function.
On 8 April 2020, the Government issued a resolution
(VNK/2020/48) on ownership policy, which requires the
integration of corporate responsibility with business
operations, for example. As required by the government
resolution, Hansel devised an anti-corruption operating
and reporting model. Hansel already had a reporting
channel required by the resolution. In 2020, a training
event was organised for the whole personnel, as well
as a survey on the realisation of ethical perspectives
at Hansel.
Sustainable development, environmental matters
and the black economy
Within public procurement, themes relating to
corporate responsibility and combating the black
economy are playing an increasingly important role.
In its activities, Hansel adheres to the principles of
corporate responsibility, in line with the Government
policies. Corporate responsibility reporting is integrated
with the company’s annual reporting practices and
provides detailed coverage of all measures related to
responsibility.
Key events after the closing of the financial year
The coronavirus pandemic continues to have a negative
impact on Hansel’s business. It has been acknowledged
in the company’s financial planning, but the pandemic
has increased the number of risk factors. Otherwise,
the business operations have remained essentially
unchanged since the closing of the financial year.
Outlook for 2021
The company will continue with the implementation of
the integration strategy. The adoption of new customers
and a related major increase in the joint procurement
volume are important parts of the strategy. We are
expecting growth, especially in the municipal sector.
The development of the business is expected to be
favourable, although the company is expected to remain
unprofitable until 2022.
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Risks and risk management

Hansel’s risks involve tendering related to joint
procurement and contractual management. Hansel
reduces risks related to tendering by ensuring good
knowledge of procurement legislation and by following
the company’s tendering process. The company employs
internal guidelines and a quality assurance system for
competitive tendering. A special risk connected with the
Government’s electricity framework agreement applies
to the Government’s electrical derivatives, which are in
Hansel’s name (see Note 5.2), even though the results
of derivatives trading are charged to customers as such.
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Each contractual supplier’s financial, technical and
professional ability to provide the procured products
or services is assessed during the tendering stage. The
contractual suppliers are monitored throughout the
agreement period. The company regularly performs a
project to identify the key risks with a risk management
expert. The risk assessment will be repeated in the
spring of 2021.
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Personnel and organisation

On 31 December 2019, Hansel employed 118 people (116
on 31 December 2019 and 95 on 31 December 2018).
The average work input of the employees in 2020 was
111 (101 in 2019, 90 in 2018). At the end of 2020, women
accounted for 57% of all personnel and 71% of Executive
Committee members. The average age of employees
was 43. At the end of the accounting period, 97% of the
employment contracts were permanent (99% in 2019
and 99% in 2018).
A total of 56% of the employees had a master’s degree,
6% a bachelor’s degree, 9% a master’s degree from a
university of applied sciences, and 15% a bachelor’s
degree from a university of applied sciences. A total
of 10% of the employees have completed secondary
education, and 4% have no vocational qualifications.
The company’s incentive system covers all permanent
employees. Hansel adheres to the guidelines on
management and key employee rewards and incentives
issued by the Cabinet Committee on Economic Policy.
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In 2020, 12 new employees were hired, three of them
for fixed-term employment contracts. Ten employees
left the company over the course of the year. Six of
them resigned, two retired, one fixed-term employment
contract was terminated on probation, and one
was dismissed. An exit interview is carried out with
employees who leave the company, to receive feedback.
The employees’ well-being and capacity for work is
surveyed regularly, approximately every two years. In
2020, the survey was performed in September, and
the average score was 3.87 on a scale of 1–5. Hansel
encourages its employees to develop their competence.
In 2020, Hansel employees participated in one training
day on average. The low number is probably due to
Covid-19, and several Hansel Academy training modules
will be organised in 2021. Training and discussion
sessions are regularly arranged for supervisors in
connection with their supervisory tasks. A study of
values and corporate culture concerning the entire
company was launched in 2021.
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A new collective agreement for Hansel
In 2020, a new collective agreement concerning all Hansel employees entered into force for the period
between 1 April 2020 and 31 March 2023. The collective agreement was signed by Hansel Ltd and the
Federation of Professional and Managerial Staff (YTN), and it replaced two former collective agreements,
both of which ended on 31 March 2020. Previously, Hansel had two different collective agreements, because
the employees of KL-Kuntahankinnat Oy were transferred to Hansel as existing employees following the
reorganisation of the company and its ownership on 2 September 2019. Until 31 March 2020, the collective
agreement of the employer organisation Avaintyönantajat Avainta ry (AVAINTES) applied to them.
The negotiations for the new collective agreement progressed in good spirit, and the collective agreement
applies to all Hansel employees except the Managing Director. As specified in the collective agreement,
personnel will be represented by an employee representative and their deputy, selected from amongst
the personnel. Interests of the personnel are also promoted by a personnel association (Hanselin ylemmät
toimihenkilöt ry), which is a member of YTN. Roughly half of Hansel’s employees are trade union members.
The collective agreement and employment guidelines are available on the company’s intranet.
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Board of Directors’ proposal for the
distribution of profit

The loss for the financial period totalled EUR 1,723,217.27.
The Board of Directors proposes that no dividend be
paid, and that the loss for the financial period be
recognised as equity capital, and entered into the
accounts as a result for previous financial periods.

A representative elected by the personnel, Minna
Isoherranen, Category Manager, will also attend all
Board meetings. She has the right to attend and speak
at the meetings, but she is not a Board member. The
Board assembled eight times in 2020.

Board of Directors and auditors
At the Annual General Meeting of Hansel Ltd on 2 April
2020, the following members of the Board of Directors
were elected:

KPMG Oy Ab, Authorised Public Accountants, is
the auditor, with Mikko Luoma, Authorised Public
Accountant, Chartered Public Finance Auditor, the
principal auditor. Hansel’s Managing Director is Anssi
Pihkala, LL.M., and the Deputy Managing Director is
Raili Hilakari, LL.M.

•
•

•
•
•

Anna-Maija Karjalainen, Director General, Ministry
of Finance, chairperson
Timo Reina, Deputy Managing Director, Association
of Finnish Local and Regional Authorities, vice
chairperson
Antti Koivula, Director General, Finnish Institute of
Occupational Health, member
Antti Laakso, Head of Procurement, Aalto
University, member
Johanna Luukkonen, Mayor, the City of Rauma,
member
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Profit and loss statement
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Balance sheet
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Cash flow statement
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Notes to the financial statements

1 Basis of preparation for the financial statements
1.1 Income recognition principles
Hansel’s net sales consist of service fees for joint
procurement and sales of expert services. The service
fees are charged in arrears based on the sales reports
of contractual suppliers so that the supplier reports
their sales from the previous period to Hansel at the
start of the new one. The reporting period is usually
a month, but it can also be a quarter. Expert services
are mainly charged in arrears based on the realised
workhours on a monthly basis.

1.2 Valuation principles
Fixed assets are entered on the balance sheet at
cost less planned depreciation. Reducing balance
depreciation of 25% is applied to machinery and
equipment. Software licences are amortised on a
straight-line basis over five years. Other long-term
expenses are amortised on a straight-line basis over
five years.
Foreign currency items
Foreign currency denominated assets and liabilities
are recognised at the European Central Bank average
exchange rate on the closing date of the financial period.
1.3 Comparability of accounts
The accounting principles that were applied in 2019
were also applied in 2020.
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2 Notes to the profit and loss statement
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Government electricity procurement is handled
centrally through Hansel’s framework agreement and
involves derivatives that hedge against changes in
electricity prices, in accordance with the government’s
electricity hedging strategy. Hansel is responsible for the
management of this portfolio and is the counterparty to
the derivative agreements on behalf of its customers.
The counterparties used by Hansel are large operators
in the field, and to reduce risks, Hansel distributes the
portfolio between various counterparties. At present,
there are six potential counterparties. For Hansel,
electricity derivatives trading is a pass-through item,
and the related expenses and income are charged for
in full from the Hansel portfolio customers. The market
values of derivatives are not recorded on the balance
sheet.
A monitoring group for electricity procurement, set
up by the Ministry of Finance, supervises government
electricity procurement and, if necessary, proposes
improvements to the Ministry of Finance. The chair of
the monitoring group is a representative of the Ministry
of Finance, and the group reports to the management
of the Ministry of Finance, as necessary. The Minister
of Finance nominates the members of the monitoring
group for a two-year term.
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The Ministry of Finance decides on the government’s
hedging strategy for electricity procurement. According
to this strategy, a portfolio manager chosen by Hansel
through tendering decides on individual hedges and
their scheduling. Hedges have been made accordingly
until 2024.
5.3 Pending legal proceedings
At the end of 2020, Hansel had two pending claims in
the Market Court. One of these claims was withdrawn
in January 2021. The company received four decisions
in the Market Court in 2020. Two cases dismissed
the claims whilst two claims concerning the same
service procurement entity were successful. Hansel
appealed the Market Court’s decisions to the Supreme
Administrative Court but withdrew the appeals in
January 2021.
5.4 Key events after the financial year
The coronavirus pandemic continues to have a negative
impact on Hansel’s business. It has been acknowledged
in the company’s financial planning, but the pandemic
has increased the number of risk factors.
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Common ambition for public
procurement

Finland’s first national public procurement strategy
was launched at the Kuntamarkkinat municipal fair on
9 September 2020.
The strategy contains eight strategic ambitions and 25
targets concretising them. The strategy’s developmental
points are strategic management and promotion of procurement competence. Knowledge management and
evaluation of efficiency support strategic management.
Acquiring high quality products and services that are
central for the development work so that each party
is involved in the process and the markets are dynamic. Public procurement can also create innovations. By
developing these elements, procurement can achieve
economic, social, and ecological sustainability.

The implementation of the strategy will be launched
with an initial implementation programme that contains 30 concrete actions. A thematic group structure
has been designed for launching the strategy’s implementation. Hansel actively participates in all thematic
groups’ activity, as well as implements the procurement
strategy’s targets for joint procurement and its other
services.
The strategy for national public procurement was devised in the Procurement Finland action plan, which
involved a large group of experts. The Procurement Finland is used to promote the societal influence of the
funds used for public procurement, as well as the sustainability of public finances. The programme was set
by the Ministry of Finance and the Association of Finnish
Local and Regional Authorities. The national procurement strategy was issued as a government resolution.a

“The strategy’s developmental points are strategic management
and promotion of procurement competence.”
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Hilma serves even better

The renewed Hilma online service (hankintailmoitukset.
fi) was launched in February 2020. Hilma was renewed
in close cooperation with its users. Guidelines in the
reform have been increased openness, a user-centred
approach and continuous development. The service is
free and open for all.
“Cooperation with procurement units and suppliers
has been truly positive. Both groups have been excited
to participate in the user tests and we have invested
in listening to Hilma’s users when developing new
functions”, says Tiina Luoma, Hansel’s service manager.
During the spring and early summer, Hilma’s further
development was reviewed with the service design
partner Hellon, and Hilma’s steering group was given a
vision of which direction the service will be developed.
In September, the Hilma online service’s ownership
transferred from the Ministry of Economic Affairs and
Employment to the Ministry of Finance. In 2020, Hilma’s
data security was audited twice: tendering in spring and
checking ESPDs and authoritative data in December.
Open public procurement
A small-scale acquisition form was published on
Hilma in spring, which a buyer can use to notify
of their purchases that remain below the national
threshold values. Notifying of small-scale acquisitions
in Hilma supports the openness of procurement and
fair treatment of suppliers. Small-scale acquisition
tendering does not fall under the scope of the Act on
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Public Procurement and Concession Contracts, and
tendering can be implemented with lighter procedures.
In the autumn, a common European ESDP document
was built in Hilma, through which procurement units
can submit tenders and receive offers as electronic
documents. This enables receiving offers also for those
procurement units that have no commercial, electric
tendering system.
Many other improvements were made to Hilma in 2020,
such as for the search alert and selection wizard, as
well as a new feature for adding a consultant or other
user outside an organisation for procurement. Now,
you can also search for a company’s details on Hilma
directly from the YTJ business information system.
Solutions for sustainable development from the
HAKA idea competition
Finland’s first national procurement strategy launched
in September 2020 was a source of inspiration for the
HAKA idea competition. In the HAKA idea competition
organised together by the Ministry of Finance and
Helsinki Think Company, a group of 13 multidisciplinary
teams from different backgrounds gathered in
November–December to develop solution proposals
for improving public procurement. The teams innovated
new features related to responsibility for Hilma. The idea
of the winning team, Social Impact, aims at promoting
responsibility by integrating new features for Hilma that
help acknowledge responsibility criteria when devising
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tendering announcements and promote the public
monitoring of the responsibility rate of procurement.
Hilma’s development continues as part of the
Procurement Finland programme. Service development
is completely open, and it is implemented based on
regular user feedback and testing. Hansel performs

the development work under the Ministry of Finance’s
assignment. You can visit Hilma’s test site at testi.
hankintailmoitukset.fi.
In 2020, over 17,000 procurement announcements were
published on Hilma. The weekly number of users was
roughly 30,000.

“We have invested in listening to Hilma’s users
when developing new functions.”
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Innovation partnership is a learning
journey of procurement

The Ministry of the Interior is very interested in people’s
sense of security. They want to measure and understand
it deeply in order to keep the level of sense of security
high. To support this goal, experts have gathered data
from surveys and analysed it.
However, data acquirement has not been sufficiently
extensive or systemised, and the speed of data updating
has left room for improvement. Help was sought from
modern technical solutions and artificial intelligence.
Open-mindedly towards the new
The Ministry of the Interior’s Administration and
Development Department’s Strategic Steering and
Development unit started thinking of the best way
to solve the problem that has surfaced. The team
noted early on that some system acquirement was
forthcoming, but there was no full certainty of what
would be needed. Hanna-Miina Sihvonen, Senior
Specialist, had heard good feedback from her EU
colleagues about the use of innovation partnership in
similar public procurement.
“I decided to propose this new procurement procedure
for us too at the Ministry of the Interior. The procedure
had not been tried before, and it was also a big cultural
change when we did not seek a ready solution for
predefined and specific demands and criteria”, HannaMiina recalls now, a few years later. Before the final
decision on using innovation partnership, the markets
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were surveyed to ensure that there was no ready
solution available.
A different procurement procedure requires skills
Director of Development Harri Martikainen, who led the
unit that prepared the procurement, says that a need
for expert help in public procurement was identified at
a very early stage. They decided to ask Hansel for help.
“Cooperation brought tangible help. The procedure was
multistage, and Hansel succeeded well in pacing it.
Besides efficient, cooperation was also very pleasant”,
sums the project’s manager Leena Seitovirta, Senior
Specialist.
“The first information events of the upcoming
procurement were held in June 2019, and the final
supplier selection was made in December 2020”, says
Ulla Kumpulainen, Senior Government Adviser.
There was plenty of interaction with the market,
negotiations, documents, and prototypes between
these points. Those who participated agree that without
this lengthy path, the end result would not have been
as good.
By interacting with the market, the side paths were
eliminated, and both the purchaser and suppliers got a
clear idea of what they were procuring. Ari Evwaraye,
Head of Strategy, highlights that they also got to assess
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how “mature” and applicable the proposed solutions
were along the journey:

had helped with the tendering’s logical progress and
how to device clear criteria from the start.

“A distinct difference from the traditional model
of an offer request and an offer was that we were
not resting on the offer alone. Other suppliers were
stronger in presenting their idea on paper and others
as presentations. We were also better at evaluating
how the procured solution can adopt to the needs that
surface during its life cycle.”

Next, the prototype that is functional already as it is
will be refined together with Insight 360, the chosen
supplier. The ministry is currently gathering a team for
the project, to acknowledge the versatile needs of the
administrative branch. Hanna-Miina Sihvonen has a
vision that after this successful experience, innovation
partnership is likely to be used in other procurement
as well.

The strength of working together
In addition to the core group, the participating suppliers
showed a genuine interest in the procurement at hand.
“Naturally, telling the one that came second of our
decision was unpleasant after cooperating for a long
time. However, it was nice to hear that they too felt
like they gained a lot from the process”, rejoices Harri
Martikainen.
In the end, the supplier selection was easy, as Hansel’s
specialists Kirsi Kunnas-Leinonen and Pekka Alahuhta
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The model can be applied for large-scale procurement
as well, everything can be chopped up and
implemented in smaller parts. This provides Finnish
companies with great opportunities to prove their
skills and competitiveness. A public sector customer’s
meaning as a piloting actor, reference, and facilitator
for creating something new is also emphasised in the
field of business – as does the role in encouraging new
international exports.
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Firm strategy steers Helsinki’s
procurement

The city of Helsinki needed to renew its procurement
strategy, as the organisation was realigned in 2017.
However, they did not wish to rush in the matter.
Instead, work was launched simultaneously to the
preparation of the national procurement strategy. This
way, the capital can be among the pioneers reaching for
the common national targets set in the Procurement
Finland action plan.
“It was natural to tie our procurement strategy not only
to the city’s top-level strategies but also the national
procurement strategy. In any case, the main themes
would have been mostly similar, even when we added
our own spices to the measures from the point of
view of our four sectors”, says Jorma Lamminmäki,
Procurement Director, who was involved in the
preparation of both strategies.
Remote workshops worked efficiently
The main target of the city’s procurement strategy was
to clarify procurement. It also outwardly describes what
is emphasised. Helsinki summarised its targets under
three main themes:
•
•
•

working markets and promotion of innovations
effectiveness and responsibility
procurement management and skills

Some ten people from around the city organisation
participated in the strategy work. Hansel’s developers of
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“The main target of the city’s
procurement strategy was to
clarify procurement.”
procurement processes, Liisa Lehtomäki, Kalle Pinni,
and Tuula Risikko were also involved to support the
work.
“The plan was to organise workshops in the traditional
way, but our project corresponded with the start of the
coronavirus epidemic, so the plan had to be changed.
I am very pleased with the way Hansel’s specialists
facilitated cooperation remotely. They involved
participants well”, Jorma Lamminmäki recalls.
He thanks Hansel also for the new ideas and good
tips, which they introduced during the process, as well
as for their generous help with content creation. The
procurement strategy, published in December 2020, is
an important backrest and tool for the team that steers
all of Helsinki’s procurement from the City Executive
Office.
Functional procurement to support successful
service production
Next, the procurement strategy must be made public
throughout the organisation, and its action plan must
be completed. Jorma Lamminmäki says that this will
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mainly lean on the current operating model that has an
extensive steering group for procurement at its core. The
fact that Helsinki’s procurement strategy is compact
and easy to approach help with the implementation. It
has clear main themes, indicators, and actions.
“Responsibility, sustainability, and innovativeness
have been discussed plenty in connection to public
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procurement. I am particularly happy that we managed
to summarise the related targets as a package, which
we can use to move swiftly towards implementation”,
Jorma Lamminmäki sums up.
The strategy will take shape in the upcoming years
through consistent steering and strong procurement
competence.
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Corporate responsibility management

Responsibility is integrated in Hansel’s strategy, and it
is one of the main strategy themes. In the Executive
Committee, corporate responsibility is included in the
job description of the Director of Finance, who chairs
the Corporate Responsibility Team.
The Corporate Responsibility Team, which convenes
regularly, consists of eight experts from various
functions within the organisation, such as financial
administration, the legal team, category management,
procurement development, tendering and customer
relations. The basis for the corporate responsibility work
is the company’s strategy, which is implemented in the
form of various projects and activities.
The Corporate Responsibility Team is in charge
of responsibility-related working instructions and
processes, such as the responsibility analysis that was
introduced in 2019. Distribution of information regarding
responsibility matters and providing internal support
in tendering projects are important parts of corporate
responsibility efforts.
At the end of November 2020, the responsibility
group had a development day, during which they
processed current topics and development work needs.
Responsibility audits came up as one of the significant
themes, which Hansel is yet to launch. The matter has
already been studied, but its internal conceptualisation
is still in progress. We have also discussed the matter
with other public procurement units, and many others
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seem to be considering the same issue in Finland at
the moment. Cooperation in this field might therefore
be justified.
As a founding member, Hansel also has an important
role in the Competence Centre for Sustainable and
Innovative Public Procurement (the KEINO Competence
Centre). Some corporate responsibility efforts are also
carried out in the Procurement Finland’s action plan
and in cooperation with joint procurement units in other
countries and NGOs.
The focus points of Hansel’s responsibility work
have been defined in the materiality matrix, which
was updated in 2019 following the reorganisation
of the company and its ownership. The Corporate
Responsibility Team assesses the progress and
effectiveness of the actions.
Corporate responsibility reports at Hansel
The results of our corporate responsibility efforts are
presented in the Corporate Responsibility Report,
which is published annually in Finnish, Swedish, and
English, integrated into the Annual Report. With regard
to corporate responsibility, the Annual Report presents
key information for 2020 and provides information
about interesting events and achievements related to
corporate responsibility. The corporate responsibility
report relating to events in 2019 was published on
02/04/2020. Reports are prepared in accordance with
the principles set forth in the GRI Standards. We report
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in accordance with the Core option. The standards
complied with are from 2016.
After the merger that took place on 2 September 2019,
the information applies to the new, larger Hansel.
The report includes a table presenting the content
of the report sorted by materiality themes, the GRI
Standards used, as well as instructions on where the
information can be found in the report. If a piece of
information is not available, it is mentioned in the table
alongside an explanation for the omission. Some pieces
of information are included in the financial statements.
The report has been put together by Hansel’s
communications department together with advertising
agency SST. The entire Corporate Responsibility
Team participates in the preparation of the report,
and it is approved by the Executive Committee. The
Responsibility Report is also submitted to the Board of
Directors for information.

Photos: Lasse Lecklin, Aki Rask and Hansel
communications. All photos in the Annual Report
feature Hansel’s experts.
For further information:
Johanna Kaalikoski
Communications Manager
johanna.kaalikoski@hansel.fi
Tel. +358 29 4444 289
Hansel’s
corporate
responsibility
report
is
available
at
vuosikertomus2020.hansel.fi
(in
Swedish arsberattelse2020.hansel.fi and in English
annualreport2020.hansel.fi). This report is being
published exclusively online for the seventh time. The
report was verified by KPMG Oy Ab, Authorised Public
Accountants.

“The Corporate Responsibility Team is in charge of
responsibility-related working instructions and processes.”
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Materiality assessment
The importance of responsibility is great in public procurement, and we wish to acknowledge responsibility
extensively in our operation. Hansel’s materiality matrix
includes nine points, and it was last updated in autumn
2019 after the reorganisation of the company and its
ownership, when Hansel’s services were opened up for
the entire Finnish public administration.
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In 2020, there was no need to change the materiality
matrix, but a connection to the UN’s sustainable development goals (SDG) was added to it. In 2021, central
government will introduce a reporting model that is based on the UN goals.
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Our stakeholders
Analysis of major stakeholders with whom Hansel regularly works
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We are a pioneer in responsible
procurement

Hansel has developed a tool for assessing the
responsibility of the company’s joint procurement, a
responsibility analysis, which was introduced at the
end of 2019. The responsibility analysis is performed
for all of Hansel’s joint procurement projects, and
at the end of the process it is assessed whether to
grant responsibility labels for the joint procurement.
In connection to the responsibility analysis, necessary
indicators are also devised for monitoring the agreement
period. Two members of the responsibility group grant
the responsibility labels together.
The aim of the responsibility analysis is to assist the
category manager and the entire tendering team
in considering areas of responsibility extensively in
connection to the tendering. The analysis should
make a stance in many matters whether they concern
procurement and what is the negative impact or
identified risk of procurement. The team must consider
how to create a positive impact and what is the action
required by Hansel to reduce a negative impact and
achieve the positive target. The representatives of the
responsibility group support this work.
A label symbolises the fulfilment of criteria
Seven possible points of view are introduced in the
environmental section, such as the reduction of
greenhouse gas emissions, energy effectiveness,
reduction of the use of harmful substances, and a
circular economy. The tendering group must identify
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the impacts relevant to joint procurement and fill in a
form. If two significant ways to promote environmental
matters are found in the procurement, it can receive the
ecolabel. In the new process, the criteria for ecolabels
became slightly stricter in comparison to the former
ecolabel process. In the former model, it was relevant
to identify at which point of the procurement the
environmental matters had been addressed. However,
the difference is not significant enough to require
separate labels for the new and old processes.
For social responsibility’s part, the responsibility analysis
reminds of the parts of social responsibility, such as
adherence to labour and human rights, fulfilment of
equality, and acknowledging accessibility. The social
responsibility label can be granted when one matter
has been acknowledged in the procurement. The label
can be granted by adding the contractual suppliers’
Code of Conduct appendix as part of the agreement,
for example.
The financial responsibility label is almost always
granted, as a relevant part of public procurement is
checking the background of the contractual suppliers.
Hansel also monitors contractual suppliers during the
agreement period on its own initiative.
On the other hand, innovativeness is rarely
acknowledged, as Hansel’s activities include the
tendering of regular products and services especially.
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Responsibility is acknowledged extensively
In 2020, the responsibility analysis process was
performed for 23 procurement projects (two projects
in 2019), and many responsibility labels were granted.
All procurement except for one were granted the label
of financial responsibility, and nearly all received the
ecolabel. Pleasingly, more and more procurement
projects also received the social responsibility label.
The innovativeness label was also granted to one
procurement that was tendered already in 2015.
The responsibility analysis contains much procurementspecific responsibility information. In order for this
information to reach the customer, we have created a
separate responsibility tab to our online service. It is a
written summary of the procurement’s responsibility.
Information on the ecolabels granted earlier has also
been added to the responsibility tab, if the information
was easily available. Customers have given positive
feedback on the responsibility tab’s content; many can
adapt the information directly in their own reporting.

Responsibility group leads the work
A responsibility group performs the actual responsibility
work at Hansel, which meets regularly to discuss
responsibility matters. At the moment, the responsibility
group has eight members from different sides of the
organisation, and it is chaired by the director of finance
who also answers for it in the Executive Committee.
At the end of November 2020, the responsibility
group had a development day, during which they
processed current topics and development work needs.
Responsibility audits came up as one of the significant
themes, which Hansel is yet to launch. The matter has
already been studied, but its internal conceptualisation
is still in progress. We have also discussed the matter
with other public procurement units, and many others
seem to be considering the same issue in Finland at
the moment. Cooperation in this field might therefore
be justified.

“The tendering group must identify the responsibility
impacts relevant to joint procurement.”
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Measured responsibility
The Procurement Pulse service, introduced in 2018,
was given a new dimension in 2020, when a tab for
the carbon footprint of procurement was added From
the tab, the procurement unit can see which product
and service groups cause the most climate emissions,
and then plan actions to reduce emissions where they
will have the biggest impact The tab also mentions
the suppliers whose products or services cause the
most emissions for the procurement unit, so that
the procurement unit can discuss the matter with
the supplier and ask what they are doing to reduce
emissions, or if there is something else they could do.
The image below on the left shows how the procurement
unit’s largest amount of emissions come from renting
buildings and apartments The image on the right also
supports this, in which the Senate Properties is the
supplier that causes the most emissions. In renting,
the factors that cause the most emissions are usually
electricity and heating In discussions with the Senate
Properties, the customer would probably find out that
the Senate Properties buys zero-emission electricity
from a verified source and they have an installation
programme for solar panels, but that there is perhaps
something they could do more
The next product and service group is the specialist
and research services, in which emission reduction
is perhaps more challenging and consists of small
streams. However, it is possible to demand them as

well to acknowledge environmental issues with an
offer request. The second on the supplier side is Neste
Markkinointi Oy and fuel and lubricant purchases, in
which the reduction of emissions is fairly straightforward
by reducing the use and changing to renewable fuels,
if possible
The average carbon footprint of a Finn is 10,000 kg
per year, so this procurement unit’s 4,530,000 kg CO2e
corresponds to the emissions of approximately 450
Finns
The carbon footprints of procurement projects,
i.e., the life cycle greenhouse gas emissions, have
been calculated with the ENVIMAT model created
by the Finnish Environment Institute The emissions
readings are the averages of products and services
used in Finland, so they cannot be used to compare
emissions from the products and services of different
companies, for example, or the emissions of a
company’s two different products or services. This is
a potential development target for future years The
first development step towards this has already been
taken, when those customers that buy electricity from a
verified source moved to zero emissions from Finland’s
average If future joint procurement projects were to
oblige suppliers to report on the carbon footprint of
their products or services, this information could easily
be added to the Procurement Pulse, which would again
help achieve a better level than the average

“A procurement unit can plan actions to reduce
emissions where they will have the biggest impact.”
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Significant, sustainable, and innovative
procurement

In accordance with our strategy, Hansel has Finland’s
best expertise in public procurement. We also want to
be a pioneer of responsible and significant procurement.
Our specialists have participated in promoting the new
efficiency, responsibility, and innovative way of thinking
related to procurement, in the form of development
projects, virtual workshops, and training.
During the exceptional circumstances, public
procurement has been a critical actor in the security
of supply and as a societal dynamic force. In addition
to high-quality public procurement, the comments
of Hansel’s specialists have highlighted the targets of
responsible and significant procurement.
New ideas from the KEINO academy
The network-based Competence Centre for Sustainable
and Innovative Public Procurement (KEINO) was active
in 2020. The work will continue in the future years as
well. Hansel is one of the network’s founding members.
KEINO supports and assists central purchasing bodies
in the implementation and development of sustainable
and innovative public procurement. The KEINO Academy
was created as one of the working forms. The KEINO
Academy is a development programme that trains the
procurement units to steer their procurement action
towards targets of innovativeness and sustainability.

“Our specialists have promoted
the efficiency, responsibility, and
innovative way of thinking.”

In 2020, the KEINO Academy was organised for
the second time and it gathered a total of some 50
representatives of public administration organisations
to focus on managing significant and responsible
procurement. Hansel’s procurement experts have given
lectures on each module of the KEINO Academy. The
topics have focused on the strategic management
of procurement, and themes of sustainable and
innovative procurement. In addition to the lectures,
Hansel employees have facilitated small groupwork, in
which the KEINO Academy’s participant organisations
work with their own current procurement challenges,
completing the development task included in the
programme.
Many tools for developing procurement
The electronic tools developed by Hansel have
become an important part of solving KEINO’s
participant organisations’ development challenges in
the stage analysing the current state of procurement.
The Procurement Pulse is used for analysing the
procurement volume, whilst the Procurement Radar
examines the maturity of the procurement unit’s
purchases. The Procurement Pilot piloted in the KEINO
programme works as a platform for the strategic
planning of procurement.
In addition to KEINO work, Hansel has developed
electronic tools to support the development work of
different procurement units. For example, the analysis
and reporting process of the municipal and university
sector’s purchase invoice data was improved with the
latest technology and the Procurement Pulse tool.
For more information, please visit hankintakeino.fi.
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We support healthy competition

In accordance with the principles of the Act on Public
Procurement and Concession Contracts, public
procurement must be realised in accordance with
the existing competitive conditions.  The goals are
retaining competition on the market and using public
procurement to promote the creation of a more
attractive and functional market. Due to the significant
financial value and broad scope of joint procurement,
special attention must be paid to the impact of the
procurement on the market during their preparation.
At Hansel, we carry out joint procurement tendering
based on an extensive analysis of the customer
requirements and the market. A joint procurement
project can be divided into parts by arranging separate
tendering processes for different regions, product
groups, service groups or competence areas so that
companies of different sizes can participate. The
dynamic purchasing system is an efficient way to
procure so that SMEs and regional companies have an
opportunity to become contractual suppliers as well.
All tenderers that meet the applicability requirements
are selected as suppliers in the dynamic purchasing
system. The supplier selection of a customer using
the joint procurement is determined through minicompetitions.

In 2020, the share of SMEs in Hansel’s contractual
suppliers was 46% (47% in 2019).
The share of divided procurement agreements of
Hansel’s joint procurement has increased: the share
was 86% in 2020 (71% in 2019). In most cases, joint
procurement projects are divided into parts based on
product or service groups (38%).
The share of joint procurement projects realised as DPSs
of the utilisation of joint procurement agreements was
23% in 2020 (22% in 2019). Customer group-specifically
divided joint procurement projects counted for 22%
in 2020. The share of regionally divided framework
agreements decreased to three per cent (10% in 2019).
Due to new tendering, the share of non-divided joint
procurement agreements decreased to 14% in 2020
(29% in 2019).
The tendering of small-scale purchases also supports
the functionality of markets and transparency of smallscale purchases. The supply of small-scale purchases
increases in Hansel’s service portfolio. In 2021, there
will be almost 20 small-scale procurement services
produced for customers.

“All tenderers that meet the applicability requirements are
selected as suppliers in the dynamic purchasing system.”
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Hansel supported successful ICT
procurement

An extensive development and digitisation project
for government grants is underway at the Ministry of
Finance When a project is large, help is needed. The
Ministry of Finance trusted Hansel’s support in tendering
the development and maintenance tasks of the data
system services produced in the project.
The aim of the development and digitisation project
for government grants is to improve the efficiency,
effectiveness, transparency, and consistency of
activities. This way, applying for and granting government
grants will be smoother and more transparent in the
future. The project develops a common operating
model in stages, as well as the data system services
that support it for all of the central government and
applicants of government grants.
“After lengthy investigation, it was clear that there was
no readily available data system for our requirements.
We discovered that we needed a development team
that would create a system corresponding to the
requirements of government grant operation and which
could be renewed with agile methods”, says Tuula
Lybeck, Project Director.
However, acquiring agile programme development
work is not a simple matter. The Ministry of Finance
turned to Hansel for tendering specialist services, and
consultant Pekka Alahuhta offered the ministry a
dynamic purchasing system, DPS, for IT consulting.
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“DPS suited our requirements excellently, both by
schedule and its agility. We asked for some references
from those who had used DPS before, and the
experiences had been good”, says Merja Irjala, Project
Manager.
Specialist assistance releases resources for core
functions
A large project causes a lot of work. Even though the
Ministry of Finance’s own team has procurement skills,
they wanted to focus their own resources primarily in
the project’s core functions. Other large projects of
the Ministry of Finance’s administrative branch had
previously used Hansel’s specialist resources, so they
naturally looked to the same direction now as well. For
the internal tendering of DPS, called mini-competitions,
the Ministry of Finance decided to buy the MinikisaPlus
service, which brought Hansel’s own team for their use.
Hansel’s consultant Pekka Alahuhta and legal counsel
Petra Huhtala became well-known acquaintances in
the close cooperation and received many thanks from
the Ministry of Finance.
“We felt it smartest to use specialists who work
with these matters on a daily basis. The customer’s
responsibility is great of course, and you must know
what you want to procure yourself. However, Petra
and Pekka supported us throughout the procurement
process and shared their valuable views”, praises Joose
Niemi, Systems Specialist.
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DPS customers always receive a large number of model
documents to use. However, they might not answer
for each customer’s requirements as they are – a
customer has to apply them from the point of view
of their operation and practical situations. Particularly,
the agreement texts of agile programme development
caused a lot of work for the Ministry of Finance’s team.
“An agile agreement model also requires traditional
contractual terms. We could not directly use the
templates for this part, as they are mostly written from
the point of view of procuring a finished product. We
spent a lot of time in defining both the competence
and agreement contents, and the State Treasury’s
specialists gave valuable help to us. Careful preparation
made work easier at a later stage and reduced the
risks”, mentions Joose Niemi.
Careful preparation is worthwhile
The suppliers of data system services were very
interested in procurement from the start. We were
surprised by the number of suppliers that participated
in the information event.
“The thought of organising an information event for
suppliers came from Hansel. It was a good intermediate
stage that provided excellent ideas for the process. As
a memorable detail, the event happened on the same
day when nearly all of Finland started working remotely
due to COVID-19. We moved the event to the networks
on a quick schedule”, says Merja Irjala.

COVID-19 did not bring any other changes to the project,
as in DPS the entire tendering process is implemented
digitally. We received a total of 11 offers. The careful
preparation was visible, as the offers were mainly
of a high quality and responded to the customer’s
requirements. We also managed to stay on schedule,
and the work is now proceeding with the selected
supplier as agreed. Cooperation with Hansel gains
praises from the Ministry of Finance.
“The groundwork in DPS was done well, and MinikisaPlus
gave us the procurement competence and legal support
we needed. The service did not end to us finishing our
procurement. Instead, they helped us even after it. It felt
like Hansel has a genuine desire to help the customer”,
Joose Niemi rejoices.
A successful project comprises of many subareas, but
there are a few that raise above the others.
“The importance of planning, preparation, and
groundwork cannot be emphasised enough. You must
know your agreement thoroughly, in order to live with it
and utilise it the best way possible. You also need tools
for in case something does not go as you had planned
beforehand”, hints Tuula Lybeck.
Read more about the project on the Ministry Finance’s
website (in Finnish).

“We felt it smartest to use specialists who work
with these matters on a daily basis.”
Dynamic purchasing system (DPS)
•
•
•

Both customers and suppliers can join at any point during the agreement period.
Customers make the supplier selection through mini-competitions.
Hansel ensures the supplier’s applicability, offers the customers a wide range of templates for
mini-competitions, and supports the customer also during the agreement period.

IT consulting 2018–2022 DPS
•

Provides specialist services for designing, managing, developing, maintaining, and data security of
different IT services and data systems.
The agreement period is active until 28 August 2022 (customer’s procurement agreements no later
than until 28 August 2026).

•
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DPS brings energy from the sky

Public procurement plays a significant role in building
a sustainable future. For a long time, Hansel has also
invested in promoting responsibility. A good example
of joint procurement that clearly shows the marks of
environmental responsibility is the dynamic purchasing
system, or DPS, of solar power plants. The DPS is
actively used by the Senate Properties, for example,
that aims at being one of Finland’s major producers of
solar power.
Last year, 16 solar power plants were installed on
the roofs of the properties managed by the Senate
Properties all around Finland, and the number will
increase at the same rate in the next two years at least.
“We are committed to the State of Finland’s emission
reduction targets, and the use of solar power is
economically smart as well. A power plant will pay itself
back in approximately ten years. Solar power’s share of
our overall energy need is not significant, but why not
use it, since a power plant can profitably be installed on
a property’s roof”, says Pasi Hyyppä, who is responsible
for the Senate Properties’ solar programme.
After launching the Senate Properties’ solar programme
in 2019, it was time to tender the power plants. The
Senate Properties knew Hansel from other procurement
projects, and they were thus a natural choice for
procuring solar power plants. Hansel’s expertise also
convinced them. Hansel’s specialists had participated
in making the earlier joint procurement of solar
power plants for Kuntahankinnat. In this project,
good experience was accrued by the current category
manager of solar power plants, Pasi Tainio, for example.
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“We appreciate the background work Hansel did. It
saves us a lot of time, when we can trust that the
market survey has been performed carefully, and the
suitability requirements of suppliers and other details
of tendering have been thought out for us. No need to
take any guesses on what is a good requirement and
what not”, commends Pasi Hyyppä.
Mini-competitions yield good results
Cooperation ran so smoothly that the Senate Properties
decided to use Hansel’s services further. The Senate
Properties ordered the implementation of solar power
plant tendering from Hansel, i.e., the MinikisaPlus
service. Following this, the procurement specialists
Anne Majalampi and Heidi Litmanen as well as legal
counsel Susanna Pirilä joined the team. There have
now been three mini-competitions, with more to
come. Hyyppä praises that the competitions have been
successful.
“The offers we have received have been good in quality,
and their number has continuously increased. We
expect a lot from the next mini-competition as well,
which will be launched in early spring.”
The Senate Properties has received only positive
feedback on solar power from the users of the
properties. A worry about climate change is clearly
shared.
“All of the users of our properties are willing to use solar
power. The amount of positive feedback has even been
surprising”, says Pasi Hyyppä.
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“The Senate Properties knew Hansel from other procurement projects, and
they were thus a natural choice for procuring solar power plants.”

Solar power plants 2020–2026 DPS
•
•
•
•
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Solar power plants and the related services, from one panel battery systems to
large solar parks
Agreement period valid until 31 March 2026
Both customers and suppliers can join throughout the agreement period
Solar power has many benefits
⚪
Domestic and renewable, nearly emission-free energy
⚪
Solar power typically reduces the dependency of bought electricity by 5–20%
⚪
A long-term and economically smart investment. Municipal customers also have an
opportunity to use a 20% investment support.
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Over 100 public procurement experts
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Life on Teams

Like so many other companies’, Hansel’s comfortable
office facilities emptied on Friday 13 November following
the government’s strict COVID-19 recommendations
issued the previous day. We were well prepared to
transfer for remote work, as the company already had
a strong culture of working remotely and using Teams
was everyday life.
Employees were still allowed to come to the office,
but they had to follow safe distances and every other
workstation was removed from use. The number of
employees at the office was so small that it did not
cause risks. Employees were given an opportunity to
take a second display to their home offices, as our
employees used to working with two displays found
it useful.
Supervisors managed the exceptional circumstances
well and started hosting unit meetings on Teams, as
well as some coffee breaks. Keeping your camera on
was recommended, and at least some adopted this as
a habit. Supervisor meetings discussed the good and
bad sides of remote management, giving and receiving
peer support.

As a company, we are in a fortunate position to have
been able to keep growing our business despite
COVID-19. During 2020, we have performed our first
remote recruitment and even induction was possible
mainly through Teams. For our employees’ team
formation, it is obviously a shame that the unofficial
events and encounters on the corridors and breakroom
were not possible.
A sense of community was maintained already in the
spring with the company’s common Teams channel for
lighter topics, such as sharing lunch and recreational
tips and pictures of remote workstations. In November,
we launched a campaign where Hansel employees
would share their news in their own way: we have had
plenty of nice stories, photos, some headlines, and even
an Excel table.
Hansel’s events were quickly changed to webinars in the
spring, customers and partners were “met” online, and
the Board’s meetings and the annual general meeting
in spring were held remotely. For the first time, we even
signed the financial statements electronically, same as
the minutes of the Board. In autumn, it was the first
remote account audit’s turn. We took a digital leap even
on this field.

“A sense of community was maintained already in the spring with the
company’s common Teams channel for lighter topics.”
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Results of the occupational well-being survey
Hansel surveys personnel’s well-being every other year. The survey was conducted in September
2020, and 96 employees responded with a response rate of 86 per cent. The subareas of
occupational well-being were divided into five categories in the survey, and on a scale of one to five,
we received a total average of 3.87 (previous result 3.92).
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Annes with long working histories

The first career steps of two Annes in the world of
public procurement were very similar, even though
they were taken on different decades. Both started as
couriers of Hansel, known as the central procurement
unit of the Finnish Government at the time, after which
their journeys have contained several office duties. Now,
both of these ladies have over 40 years of experience
in public procurement.

“Accounting, calculation secretary, secondary school
graduate from evening classes, customer service
and sales training”, Anne lists as her studies that are
comparable to apprenticeship training.

In autumn 1973, Anne Juslin was browsing the job
advertisements on the Helsingin Sanomat newspaper,
which used to have pages of them back in those days.
An advertisement caught her eye that mentioned the
word “government”. In the 1970s, people still talked
about the government’s long and thin bread, which
implied a small but secured income. This tempted
Anne, who was just starting her career path, and she
decided to apply for a job at the government’s central
procurement unit (VHK).

Over the years, VHK changed to Kauppatalo Hansel. At
that time, Anne worked with the Hansel card system.
When Hansel dropped Kauppatalo from its name in
2003, she was making car deals for customers. As of
2006, Anne has worked in Hansel’s customer service,
where a long history of experience and silent knowledge
are particularly useful.

“During the job interview, I was asked if I could start
the next day at 8 a.m., to which I replied ‘absolutely!’”,
says Anne, looking back on her quick VHK recruitment.
However, Anne worked as a courier only for a few months,
as the supervisor of the financial and calculation unit
had noticed the energetic new employee and wanted
her in their department. In addition to accounting and
pay calculation, Anne learned computing skills early
on after she worked as an operator. The VHK offered
its employees training alongside work, an opportunity
which Anne seized more than once.
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Working for an employer that invests in its employees
and their development was pleasant, and Anne was
happy to be moving up the career ladder.

Career advances through training
Anne Majalampi began working for the government’s
central procurement unit in autumn 1980. Her diverse
duties included working in the archives and being the
secretary for the departments that precede the current
product and service categories. Anne too seized the
training opportunities paid by the employer and she
completed a degree in the commercial field whilst
working, for example.
Anne’s nicest work memories at VHK relate to working
as a person responsible for products in the device and
equipment procurement for hospitals and laboratories.
This was not least due to Anne’s previous dream of
working in the healthcare sector.
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“I was already going to study at Helsinki’s nursing
school, but work won in the end”, Anne says happily
without a sign of remorse.
At the time of Kauppatalo Hansel, Anne was the service
organiser in purchases and sales. As Hansel was
established, she joined the customer group work, as
well as tendering projects of different products and
services.
Healthcare procurement followed Anne, currently
working as a procurement expert, to the Hansel
years as well, as she has worked with one of Hansel’s
most significant procurement projects for 15 years,
occupational healthcare.
Learning keeps work interesting
Even though office work has become automated and
further digitalised in the past decades, both think that

the most progressive development has happened
during the current Hansel era.
“There’s no way to be ready yet, to know everything after
40 years there’s always so much more to learn”, says
Anne Majalampi.
It is exactly this opportunity to continuously expand your
competence that keeps work interesting and gives it a
boost. Both Annes also consider it a wealth of Hansel to
have employees of different ages, different views, and
skills from various sectors. At the same time, they are
happy about Hansel’s new customers; municipalities
and parishes.
“After you have seen all this change and development,
and having the opportunity to work in interesting tasks
yourself, it keeps you in its hold from one decade to
another”, sums Anne Juslin. And her namesake Anne
Majalampi agrees.

“A supervisor had noticed this energetic new employee
and wanted her in their department.”
During their Hansel careers, the Annes have worked in as many as five different locations:
•
•
•
•
•
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Kansa-talo in Sörnäinen
Paragonin talo in Käpylä
employment and economic development office’s building in Haapaniemi
Valimotalo in Pitäjänmäki
Postitalo
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New Hansel employees became a part
of the remote community

Nina, Oskari and Tiina came to Hansel in the exceptional
year. Tiina had worked for a few weeks before the
recommendation for remote work entered into force.
Nina and Oskari had not even started normal daily
life at Hansel, and the three have never met face to
face. Despite that, they are thankful that adopting into
their new duties and a group of colleagues has been
successful.

have never met most of the Hansel employees at the
office.

The service manager Tiina and legal counsel Nina were
familiar with remote work from before. For Tiina, the
commute from home is nearly 200 kilometres, whilst
Nina has worked in international organisations where
your co-workers are not necessarily even on the same
continent. Tendering consultant Oskari was newer to
remote work, but he also feels that it has gone well.

Oskari estimates to have met approximately a third of
his tendering unit face to face in the soon 10 months of
his Hansel career. In his opinion, changing work in the
exceptional times has been smoother than he thought
beforehand:

Smooth assimilation of basic work remotely
“I work in the digital team, so working online with the
team is very natural for us. My work contains plenty of
development, and it would of course be nice to talk
about it and exchange ideas with a larger group on site
from time to time”, says Tiina.
Nina and Oskari work in tendering, and they note that
the cooperation between project groups has been
smooth even on Teams. Everyone agrees that the largest
challenge is trying to understand who does what, and
who should be invited to which meetings, when you
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“The house induction programme worked well, and I
learned at least some of the faces through it. I also have
daily talks on our legal team’s Teams channel and by
phone with my closest colleagues. Some of these talks
could even be called coffee table chat”, describes Nina.

“I came for similar duties as those I did in my previous
job. That and familiarity with the used systems made
the transition much easier.”
Both Nina and Oskari have found it nice that you never
work on tendering alone at Hansel, but are always a
part of a larger group. All three new Hansel employees
value that they have received plenty of support from
their colleagues and that the atmosphere is helpful,
even remotely.
Diverse duties in a competent group
Tiina used to work for a service provider, and she has
found the transition to “the other side of the table”
pleasant.
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“When you make development work for your own
organisation, you can work on a wonderfully long-term
basis”, Tiina rejoices.

“Our brilliant digital team has been particularly helpful
in starting work, who keep work equipment in mint
condition every day.”

Oskari knew Hansel fairly well after a long history of
working in procurement.

Now that they have got the hang of their work tasks
and Hansel as a company is starting to be familiar, the
new Hansel employees are looking forward to returning
to a more normal daily life and getting to know more
colleagues, even though they praise how versatile their
workdays have been even in the remote conditions. For
now, personal news are shared mainly on Teams, but
surely soon they will take place in Postitalo’s pleasant
working environment.

“The colleagues are just as competent as I expected,
and the projects interesting and nicely varied”, he
summarises his experience of the first year.
Nina also enjoys working as part of a community of
hard-core experts:

“The house induction programme worked well,
and I learned some of the faces through it.”
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GRI-index
Hansel’s Corporate Responsibility Report has been prepared in accordance with the Core option of the GRI
Standards. The standards complied with are from 2016.
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Independent Assurance Report to the
Management of Hansel Oy
This document is an English translation of the Finnish
report.

about whether the Selected Corporate Responsibility
Information is free from material misstatement.

We have been engaged by the Management of Hansel
Oy (hereafter “Hansel”) to provide limited assurance on
selected corporate responsibility indicators presented
in Hansel’s Annual Report 2020 (hereafter “Selected
Corporate Responsibility Information”) for the year
ended 31 Dec 2020.

KPMG Oy Ab applies International Standard on
Quality Control ISQC 1 and accordingly maintains a
comprehensive system of quality control including
documented policies and procedures regarding
compliance with ethical requirements, professional
standards and applicable legal and regulatory
requirements.

The Selected Corporate Responsibility Information
consists of the indicators presented in the following
sections of Hansel’s Annual Report 2020:
•
•
•
•
•

Operations 2020
Renewing procurement
Responsible procurement
Hansel as an employer
GRI

Management’s responsibilities
The Management of Hansel is responsible for the
preparation and presentation of the Selected Corporate
Responsibility Information in accordance with the
reporting criteria, i.e. GRI Sustainability Reporting
Standards, and the information and assertions
contained within it. The Management is also responsible
for determining Hansel’s objectives with regard to
sustainable development performance and reporting,
including the identification of stakeholders and material
issues, and for establishing and maintaining appropriate
performance management and internal control systems
from which the reported performance information is
derived.
Our responsibilities
Our responsibility is to carry out a limited assurance
engagement and to express a conclusion based on
the work performed. We conducted our assurance
engagement on the Selected Corporate Responsibility
Information in accordance with International Standard
on Assurance Engagements (ISAE) 3000 (Revised),
Assurance Engagements other than Audits or Reviews
of Historical Financial Information, issued by the
International Auditing and Assurance Standards
Board IAASB. That Standard requires that we plan and
perform the engagement to obtain limited assurance
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We have complied with the independence and
other ethical requirements of the Code of Ethics for
Professional Accountants issued by the International
Ethics Standards Board for Accountants IESBA, which
is founded on fundamental principles of integrity,
objectivity, professional competence and due care,
confidentiality and professional behavior.
Procedures performed
A limited assurance engagement on Selected Corporate
Responsibility Information consists of making inquiries,
primarily of persons responsible for the preparation
of information presented in the Selected Corporate
Responsibility Information, and applying analytical and
other evidence gathering procedures, as appropriate.
In the engagement, we have performed the following
procedures, among others:
•

•

•

•

•

Interviewed the members of Hansel’s senior
management and relevant staff responsible for
providing the Selected Corporate Responsibility
Information;
Assessed the application of the GRI Sustainability
Reporting Standards reporting principles in
the presentation of the Selected Corporate
Responsibility Information;
Assessed data management processes, information
systems and working methods used to gather and
consolidate the Selected Corporate Responsibility
Information;
Reviewed the presented Selected Corporate
Responsibility Information and assessed its quality
and reporting boundary definitions and;
Assessed of the Selected Corporate Responsibility
Information’s data accuracy and completeness
through a review of the original documents and
systems on a sample basis.
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The procedures performed in a limited assurance
engagement vary in nature and timing from, and are less
in extent than for, a reasonable assurance engagement.
Consequently, the level of assurance obtained in a
limited assurance engagement is substantially lower
than the assurance that would have been obtained had
a reasonable assurance engagement been performed.

Conclusion
Based on the procedures performed and the evidence
obtained, as described above, nothing has come to our
attention that causes us to believe that the information
subject to the assurance engagement is not prepared,
in all material respects, in accordance with the GRI
Sustainability Reporting Standards.

Inherent limitations
Inherent limitations exist in all assurance engagements
due to the selective testing of the information being
examined. Therefore fraud, error or non-compliance
may occur and not be detected. Additionally, nonfinancial data may be subject to more inherent
limitations than financial data, given both its nature
and the methods used for determining, calculating and
estimating such data.

Helsinki, 22nd April 2021
KPMG Oy Ab
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Harri Leppiniemi
Partner, CIA, Advisory
Tomas Otterström
Partner, Advisory
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